Color vision deficiency (CVD) is the inability, or limited ability, to recognize colors and discriminate between them. A person with this condition perceives a narrower range of colors compared to a person with normal color vision. In this study we concentrate on recoloring digital images in such a way that users with CVD, especially dichromats, perceive more details from the recolored images compared to the original ones. During this color transformation process, the goal is to keep the overall contrast of the image constant, while adjusting the colors that might cause confusion for the CVD user. In this method, RGB values at each pixel of the image are first converted into HSV values and, based on pre-defined rules, the problematic colors are adjusted into colors that are perceived better by the user. Comparing the simulation of the original image, as it would be perceived by a dichromat, with the same dichromatic simulation on the recolored image, clearly shows that our method can eliminate a lot of confusion for the user and convey more details. Moreover, an online questionnaire was created and a group of 39 CVD users confirmed that the transformed images allow them to perceive more information compared to the original images.
INTRODUCTION
Color vision deficiency can be acquired as a result of physical or chemical damage to the eye, the optic nerve or parts of the brain, or as a result of accidents or diseases, such as diabetes, cataract, etc.
1 It can also be inherited as a genetic disorder. A person with normal color vision has three types of cone cells in his/her eye with different peak sensitivities. Various colors are perceived when these different types of cones are stimulated to different degrees. 2 Absence, or malfunctioning, of one or more sets of these cone cells lead to CVD. For instance, dichromats miss one of these cone types, resulting in their two-dimensional color vision compared to normal three-dimensional one.
3
A growing number of researchers are striving to improve the quality of life for CVD patients. Finding cure, making rectification equipment, providing simulation tools and applying color transformation methods are among the efforts being made by researchers in this field. Color transformation approaches usually emphasize on the perceptual difference between various colors rather than the identification of those colors. 4 Such transformations are often designed to adjust colors into discriminable ones for CVD users. For example in case of dichromacy, which is the topic of this study, several researchers tried to replace the confusing color contrast (e.g. the red-green contrast) into discriminable color contrast (e.g. the blue-yellow contrast), in order to improve the information perception for color vision deficient users.
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Regardless of the cause, a person with severe CVD might have difficulty in many daily routines that people with normal color vision intuitively perform everyday. For example, he/she might not be able to tell the difference between cooked and raw meat by its color. Sometimes it is difficult for CVD patients to distinguish between ripe and unripe fruits, or spot the destination on a metro map or any colored map for that matter. 1 The abnormality in color perception can sometimes prevent them from getting certain jobs or participation in certain activities which require intact color vision, e.g. driving, aviation, etc. Although work of researchers such as Mancuso et al. 9 explore the possibility of curing CVD using gene therapy, it can only help the next generation. Meanwhile, something needs to be done to help people who are currently suffering from CVD. The main focus of this study is to improve the amount of information that a dichromatic patient perceives from an image displayed on a digital media, such as monitor. The goal is to give the CVD user a chance to find information within the picture which they could not perceive before. In other words, if the original image contains colors that can be confusing for the user and some details cannot be perceived because of that, the transformed and recolored image resulting from the presented method should be an improvement with less confusing colors and much more details.
Contrary to what researchers such as Huang et al. 7 try to achieve, naturalness of the transformed image is not a factor at all in this color transformation method. All that matters is the improvement in color discrimination. Since the CVD patients have a narrower range of perceptible colors, a limited number of hues can be utilized and therefore, unnatural colors for some objects in the resulting image can be expected. The proposed method is to be regarded as a tool to remove color confusion and improve the perception which does not necessarily result in natural or realistic colors for every object of an image. Although throughout this paper, dichromacy will be the main focus and all the presented results are simulations from protanopic patients * , this method is highly customizable and can be configured to work with other types of CVD with various severities. Figure 1 demonstrates a general overview of the proposed method. In this color transformation process the goal is to keep the overall contrast of the image constant, while adjusting the colors that might cause confusion for the CVD user. In order to achieve this goal, a two-pass process needs to be completed. First, using a pre-processing operation the safe and troublesome hue ranges are recognized. This process is a one-time-only process that needs to be done for the specific CVD type and severity at hand. The results of this step provide the necessary variables needed for the actual recoloring process. In the second step, each pixel in the RGB-image is first converted to HSV color space. Based on the hue category that each pixel belongs to, and some pre-defined rules, the necessary hue/saturation adjustments take place. Finally, the pixel values need to be converted back to the original RGB space. This entire step is carried out within one single traversal of the pixels of the image. Therefore, the presented method can be regarded as a fast approach. * There are three different kinds of dichromatic patients based on their missing cone type. Protanopia is the case in which the patient misses the long-wavelength sensitive portion of retinal cones. For protanopic patients, colors such as violet, lavender and purple all appear as various shades of blue because their reddish components are so dimmed as to be invisible
METHODOLOGY
Before delving more into the details of this color transformation method, the rules that form the backbone of the method need to be presented:
• The relative distance between pairs of colors in the original image need to be reflected in the transformed image as well. This means that the transformed image should be a second version of the original image, with the same details and highlights, only with different colors.
• If a person with normal color vision perceives the color of two objects in the original image relatively close to each other, the transformed image need to be in such a way that the CVD user perceives those two objects with a close-enough color as well. An example can be the way protanopic patients perceive the color red. Some shades of red are perceived as dark brown while others are perceived as dark blue. The method should handle cases like this.
• On the other hand, if two colors are perceived as two completely different colors by a normal viewer, they should not end up being perceived as the same color by CVD users. This is a probable problem due to the limited color spectrum that CVD users possess.
• Since CVD users perceive a narrower range of colors, there is another type of confusion for them that we call Color Uncertainty. Specially in case of protanopia, for colors such as yellow, user always wonders if the object he/she perceives as yellow is actually yellow or it is another color but he/she perceives it as yellow. We need to address this problem in our color transformation method as well.
• The colors that make no confusion for the CVD and are perceived perfectly normal, need to be preserved.
In the remainder of this section, we will explain how we achieve these goals in this color transformation method.
Pre-Processing
As mentioned before, the proposed color transformation method recolors the image by scanning the image, pixel by pixel, and adjusting the color of each pixel based on some pre-defined rules. In order to decide the proper action for each pixel, they need to be categorized based on their hue and saturation. This pre-processing operation needs to be done only once for each specific CVD type or severity. The result of this step, along with some pre-defined rules, manipulate pixels of the image during runtime.
Special measurements from people with a condition called unilateral dichromacy has given a lot of insight about the range of colors that could make confusion for dichromats. Unilateral dichromacy is a condition in which the patient has dichromacy in one eye and normal color vision in the other. The studies show that there are specific wavelengths that are perceived identically by those with CVD and those with normal color vision. People with this condition identified that spectral wavelegths of 475nm (blue) and 575nm (yellow) are identically perceived by people with protanopia or deuteranopia † and those with normal color vision. 8, 11 The problem, however, is the fact that we work with pixels that are represented by RGB values and not by wavelengths.
In order to categorize different hue ranges, a special grid-like color card is designed, having constant saturation and intensity over the entire image, while the hue smoothly changes from one block to another to cover the entire hue range (Figure 2a) . The idea is to recognize which hue ranges are perceived almost identically by a dichromatic viewer and an ordinary viewer. Therefore, a protanopic simulation ‡ of this color card is generated (Figure 2b ).
The next step is to compare these two images, block-by-block. If the difference between the hue of a certain block and that of its corresponding block in the simulated image is less than a threshold, we count that hue as one of the safe colors for that patient. The highlighted areas in Figure 2c demonstrate the range of hues that † Another type of dichromacy where M-Cone is missing. Deuteranopia shares a lot of its symptoms with protanopia, but lacks the abnormal dimming which usually happens in protanopia.
10 ‡ Since the purpose of this study is to improve the information perception of CVD users from an image and not to study the perception itself, an existing online simulator was used in this step and in the evaluation process. It does not matter which simulator we choose as long as we are consistent with it. are perceived almost identically by a viewer with normal color vision and a protanope patient. This result is acquired by setting the threshold to 6 degrees. A smaller threshold gives a narrower safe range which despite making the accuracy higher, narrows down the already-limited spectrum of the patient.
Similar to the operation performed to spot the safe hue ranges, the troublesome colors can be recognized by comparing the two images and looking for blocks in which the difference between the hues in two images surpasses another threshold. These are the colors that the dichromatic patient perceives dramatically different from what people with normal color vision see. A clear example of a troublesome color for a protanope can be the red color. As seen in Figures 2a and 2b , the first two rows of the original color card are perceived as various shades of brown. On the other hand, the bottom two rows of the card which are still similar to the shades of red in the first row, are perceived as different shades of black and blue. Obviously, this can cause confusion for the user, and colors of such kind need to be dealt with in our recoloring process.
Each pixel in the image can have four different states. During the pre-processing, some hue degrees are categorized as safe and some as troublesome, regardless of the input image and only based on the simulation provided for the specific CVD type and severity. However, safe and troublesome hue ranges do not cover all possible occurring colors in an image. The state of each pixel is recognized during runtime which requires the hue and saturation of each pixel in the input image, which is not yet available at this point. The discussion about the other two pixel states (self-correcting and low-saturated), is presented in section 2.2, while the actions taken on each pixel based on its state will be presented in section 2.3.
Conversion to HSV Color space
The RGB color model matches nicely with the fact that human eye is very good at perceiving red, green and blue primaries. However, it is not well suited for describing colors in the ways that humans usually interpret them. In order to be able to manipulate different colors in a direction that could potentially eliminate the confusion that CVD users face, we need a model that describes the colors with the same parameters as we interpret colors around us every day. The HSV color model is the perfect fit to fulfill this aim. Moreover, this color model decouples the intensity value component(V) from the color-carrying component (hue(H) and saturation(S)) in a color image. By keeping the achromatic portion of each pixel (V), presented in HSV model, constant and manipulating the hue (H) and saturation (S), the overall details of the image is preserved. Meanwhile, in this process the color composition can be completely transformed.
In order to convert a pixel presented by RGB pixel values into the HSV color model, in which each pixel is represented by hue, saturation and value, first all of the pixel values need to be normalized to values between 0 and 1. Using the normalized pixel values, ∆ is defined as M ax(R, G, B) − M in (R, G, B) . Hue, saturation and value can be computed from the following equations:
Now that each pixel is represented by its hue, saturation and value, discussion regarding the remaining two states of each pixel can be continued. If the hue of a pixel within the input image is neither safe nor troublesome, we call the state of that hue Self-Correcting. Self-correcting hues are the range of hues that despite not being safe, are being perceived by the dichromatic patient as a color that lies right within the safe range. A good example of colors in this category is hue range of 61-80. While we are trying to eliminate confusion in a red section (0-28 hue degrees), pixels of the transformed image might end up in this range. Although this range is not among our safe colors, the way the colors of this hue range are perceived by a dichromat is close enough to the safe range. Therefore, the patient will not have any confusion perceiving them. These colors, and any other color that does not make any confusion and can be perceived normally, are categorized into this group.
Finally, the last state of a pixel is called Low-Saturated which is independent of the hue of the pixel. In order to show the relevance of having such a category, suppose that the background of an image has a hue that lies right within the troublesome range, for example red, but with such low saturation that it looks rather white. Colors such as black, white, gray or any other low-saturated color, are perceived perfectly normal by a CVD user. If no consideration is made towards such cases, because of having a troublesome hue, the color of background might be wrongfully changed.
Color Transformation Algorithm
The color transformation process continues by going through each and every pixel in the image and performing the necessary actions based on the state of each pixel. The following steps need to be performed on each pixel in order to utilize the limited spectrum of the user and improve the information perception from the image:
1. If the saturation of the pixel is less than a certain threshold (pixel state=low-saturated), regardless of hue, the pixel values need to be preserved and no change is allowed. After an extensive amount of testing, this threshold has been set to value 0.3 in the current color transformation method. The reason for choosing this specific number is the fact that the hue of colors start to be recognizable once the saturation passes this threshold. For instance, if we have a pixel with hue of 20 degrees, saturation of 0.1 and intensity value of 1, that pixel is seen as a color close to white. However, if the saturation is increased to 0.5, the actual hue of the color can be recognized.
2. If the saturation of the pixel is over the threshold but the hue lies in the troublesome hue ranges, the hue needs to be shifted towards a safe range in order to remove the confusion. As mentioned earlier, colors in the safe range can be perceived identically by a CVD user and an ordinary color vision. This means that the smallest variations in the colors of this range can be distinguishable for the user and shifting the troublesome colors into this range can potentially reveal details in the image that were previously impossible to perceive by the CVD user. In order to highlight the colors that have been changed by this algorithm, we reserve the maximum saturation of 1 only for pixels manipulated by this method. This way, user will instantly notice which parts of the image are preserved and which parts have been transformed by this recoloring method.
3. For pixels whose hues are originally in the safe range, hue is preserved and saturation is tuned down to 0.5. This step prevents the safe colors in the original image from being perceived the same as the transformed colors.
4. If the pixel falls into none of the above categories (pixel state=self-correcting), the only manipulation necessary on it would be changing the saturation to 0.7. This number, or 0.5 in case of safe colors, have no strict relevance. The only goal is to make a distinction between them.
Although other values can be chosen for variable such as saturation threshold, saturation of the safe and transformed colors, and saturation of self-correcting colors, the proposed values lead to appealing results in which color discrimination is a lot easier compared to the original image. The most significant factor in this algorithm is finding the proper ranges for safe and troublesome colors. Once the necessary manipulations are performed on every pixel of the image, the pixel values are converted back into the RGB values.
RESULTS
The proposed method has been evaluated in two ways: by simulation and by getting feedback from actual users dealing with dichromacy. In the first approach, in order to verify the effectiveness of this algorithm, the dichromatic simulation of the original image is compared with the dichromatic simulation of the transformed version of the image using the same simulation tool (See Figures 3 and 4) . Furthermore, a group of 39 CVD participants filled an online questionnaire containing various questions and tasks § . These questions range from choosing the image in which more details can be perceived, all the way to finding specific details in images before and after the color transformation is applied. Here, two examples of such questions will be presented along with their protanopic simulation before and after transformation. Figure 3a is a simple example of how having green and red colors in the same image can lead to confusion. Figure 3c demonstrates how the original image is perceived by a protanopic patient. As we can see, the image is perceived with rather dark colors and the details on the dragon cannot be easily recognized. Figure 3d , on the other hand, shows how the transformed version of this image would be perceived by the same user, i.e. using the same simulation tool.
This small test verifies that our method can effectively recolor an image in a way that more details can be perceived. However, we wanted to get a feedback from the actual users. Therefore, Figures 3a and 3b were given to our survey takers. The question was which one of these two images give them more details and is less confusing to watch. The participants did not have any prior knowledge of which image is the original image and which is the transformed one but still all 39 participants stated that they prefer the transformed version over the original image.
In a series of more complicated questions, some of the Pseudoisochromatic Plates from Ishihara's famous test for color-blindness 12 were presented to the participants. For each test plate, the participants were first asked to identify the pattern hidden within the colored dots in the original image and then in a separate question, identify the pattern in the transformed image. A series of 14 different questions was given to the participants and their answers towards original and transformed images were evaluated. One of those questions is shown in Figure 4 .
Again, top-left image represents the original test image, top-right the transformed image, bottom-left the protanopic simulation of the original image and finally bottom-right, the protanopic simulation of the transformed § The number of participants in the test was initially over 100 but we had to eliminate the answers coming from yellowblue CVD users. We also devised a trick question which could spot people with normal color vision, pretending to be color blind. An interesting fact that was recognized along the way was that 72% of the final valid participants did not have any idea about the type of their CVD.
,-, image. In the first question the participants were asked to recognize the hidden number in the original image.
In the next question, the transformed image was presented and same task was requested from the participants. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the answers to these two questions.
The interesting fact about the left half of Figure 5 is the split answers given to this question when they were asked to identify the number in the original image. This proves that questions of this kind are challenging for the CVD users. Obviously, the participants who recognized the correct number in the first attempt, do not need to use this tool so the focus shifted on evaluating the answers of those who gave the wrong answer to the original image. The right half of Figure 5 demonstrates the distribution of answers of the 30 users who got it wrong initially. 29 out of 30 remaining participants gave the correct answer when they were given the transformed version of the original image. The only wrong answer was given by a participant who initially could not see anything but now recognized number 4 in the image, which is still an improvement.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
A color transformation method has been proposed that aims towards improving the information perception of digital images for users suffering from dichromatic color vision. The method revolves around categorizing the state of each pixel in the image and manipulating the hue and saturation of those pixels based on the recognized states and some pre-defined rules. In order to do this, The RGB-image needs to be converted to HSV color space. By keeping the intensity value of each pixel constant, the overall contrast of the image can be preserved. Once all the necessary actions have been taken on the HSV pixel values, those values need to be converted back to the original RGB color space in order to be able to be displayed on a monitor. This method has been verified both subjectively and objectively. First, the dichromatic simulation of the original image was compared to the same simulation applied on the transformed image. Moreover, a group of 39 CVD users were given a questionnaire containing various tasks and questions. Considering all the answers that were given to the survey and the direct feedback of the users through the comment section of the questionnaire, this method proved to be successful on eliminating the confusion and improving the amount of details that the dichromatic patients can perceive from an image.
On a negative side, this color transformation method might result in unnatural colors for the normal viewers. Also, some color discontinuity might be inevitable in some complicated images. Having said that, this method is not a tool for outputting good-looking images. Even if the image has some color discontinuities or some unconventional colors for a few objects within the image, it still serves its purpose as long as it helps the user discriminate different colors within the image.
Another strength of this method is its customizability. Although the current article revolves around helping the dichromatic patients, the same approach can be used to help other types or severities of CVD. As a future work, the personalized simulation method introduced by Flatla et. al.
1 can be combined with our method in order to reach a personalized color transformation that can work for specific patients. All that needs to be done is to simulate our color card using the personalized simulation method and recognize the exact safe and troublesome range for that specific patient. Another improvement to this method could come with fixing the discontinuity problem that sometimes might occur during the recoloring process.
